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The shuffle algebra on a partially commutative alphabet and its derivations are studied. The 
derivation of the shuffle algebra is characterized in terms of admissible mappings. The module of all 
derivations of the shuffle algebra is proved to be isomorphic to the free partially commutative power 
series Lie algebra with the coefficient ring extended. The orthogonality between the Lie elements and 
the proper shuffles is established. 
Introduction 
The free partially commutative monoids were first studied systematically by Cartier 
and Foata [3] from a viewpoint of combinatorics. Recently, the subject has been 
studied intensively from a viewpoint of the theory of formal languages (see, for 
example, [ 1,4]). Duchamp and Krob studied several partially commutative structures 
[7], especially the free partially commutative Lie algebra [8]. Schmitt [13] defined 
the shuffle product as the dual of the usual comultiplication of the free partially 
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commutative algebra. Elementary properties of the shuffle product and the shuffle 
algebra were studied in [9, lo]. In the purely free case, the relation between the shuffle 
algebra and the free Lie algebra was found by Ree [12] (see also [ll]). 
In the present paper we study the shuffle algebra and its derivations. We introduce 
the notion of admissible mapping and characterize the derivations of the shuffle 
algebra in terms of it (Theorem 3.5). Our main theorem (Theorem 3.7) states that the 
module of all derivations of the shuffle algebra is isomorphic to the free partially 
commutative power series Lie algebra, with the coefficient ring extended. We also 
show the orthogonality between the Lie elements and the proper shuffles (Theorem 
4.2). These results indicate that some combinatorial essentials connect the shuffle 
algebra and the free partially commutative Lie algebra. 
Some elementary properties of the shuffle product given in [lo] will be recalled 
briefly in the next section. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let C be a (finite or infinite) alphabet and C* be the free monoids on C. For a word 
UEZ*, luI denotes its length. The empty word is denoted by 1. 
Let I be an irreflexive and symmetric relation on C called an independence relation. 
The free partially commutative monoid A4 on C defined by I is the free monoid Z* 
modulo the commutation relation ab = ha, with (a, ~)EI. Let r : C*+M be the canoni- 
cal surjection. The image T(X) of XEC* in M is called the trace represented by x. 
Let K be a commutative ring with 1. Let K(M) be the monoid algebra of M over 
K and let K((M> be the formal power series algebra of M over K. K(M) is the free 
algebra k(C) on C modulo the ideal generated by ah - ba, with (a, ~)EZ. K((M)) is the 
algebra of all mappings of M to K whose product is the convolution (see [S]). K((M)) 
is a topological algebra with the topology of pointwise convergence (the topology of 
K is discrete) and K(M) is its dense subalgebra. 
The free partially commutative Lie algebra L = L(C, I) on C defined by I over K is 
the Lie algebra generated by Z subject to the relations [a, b] = 0 for (a, b)cZ. Since 
K(M) is the enveloping algebra of L, L is embedded in K(M) and also in K(M)). 
The closure I?= L(C, I) of L in K ((M)) is the free partially commutative power series 
Lie algebra on Z defined by I over K (see [2]). 
Let v=a,u, . . . u,EC* and let U={ir, iZ, . . . . ik} be a subset of (1, 2, . . . . n}, 
where il <...<ik. A word u/u is defined as u~~=u~,u~~...u,,. Letf=r(u) and let g 
and h be other traces. We define the (generalized) binomial coefficients (g,h) by the 
number of subsets U of { 1,2,. .., n} such that r(vl c)=g and r(u( u)= h, where 
U = { 1,2, . . , n} - U. This number does not depend on the representative u of 1: The 
shuffle product g 0 h of g and h is defined by 
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The operation 0 is extended linearly to the K-modules K(M) and, furthermore, 
extended continuously to the completion K(M)) of K(M). With this operation, 
K(M, s)=(K(M), +, 0) and K((M, -))=(K((M)), +, s) become associative and 
commutative algebras over K. We call K (M, 2) and K ((M, a>> the shuffle algebra and 
the power series shuffle algebra over K, respectively. For details see [lo], and for 
another introduction of the shuffle using the bialgebra structure of K(M) see [13]. 
The mapping c’,: K(M, -)+K(M, c) for aEC, defined by 
c’,(t) = 
t’ if t =at’ for some t’EM, 
0 otherwise, 
is a derivation of K(M, 2) and we call it the (left) derication by a. The fact that 8, is 
a derivation comes from the formula 
(see [9] or [lo]). 
The symmetric group of degree n is denoted by $5,. When X is a set, 1 X ( denotes the 
cardinality of X. 
2. Admissible mappings and Lie elements 
Let B = End,(K(M, i )) be the algebra of K-linear mappings of K (M, 0 ); then d is 
a K (M, c )-module with the (left) action 3 : (fc 4) (x) =.f’a 4(.x) for XE K (M, 0 ), where 
~EK (M, 0 ) and 4~8. With the pointwise convergence topology, 8 is a topological 
module. A fundamental system of neighborhoods at 0 of 8 is given by {c?~}, where 
F ranges over all the finite subsets of M and ~7~ is the submodule of d consisting of 
elements C#J such that 4(t) = 0 for all tE F. The topological module B is homeomorphic 
to the complete tensor product of K (M, ‘7 ) and K ((M)): 
8~ K (M, CJ ) &,, K((M)), 4- 1 4(t) 0 t. 
f t M 
We say ME& is admissible if it satisfies 
(1) a(l)=O, and 
(2) u(sa t)=O for all s, REM, with s, tf 1. 
For a trace t =t(ala2 a,,), [t] denotes the Lie element 
C... CCai, 4, 4, ., anI 
in K(M). In particular, we define [CZ] =a for aEC and [l] =O. The element [t] does 
not depend on the representative ui . . . a,. Let s, tEM. We define an integer [f] to be 
the coefficient of t in [s]; thus, 
c+& [:]t. (2.1) 
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Lemma 2.1. Let s=as’~M, with ag.Z and s’EM. Then, for tEM, we have 
where 12 indicates the reverse of u. 
Proof. Let s=~(b~ bz . . . b,), where bl =a. Then 
Csl= i 1 (-l)k-l+b,lL . ..b.,J, 
k= 1 oeQr 
where Qk = (0~9, 1 crl > a2 > ... > ak = 1 < o(k + 1) < ... <an). The last expression is 
equal to 
where w = b2 . . b,. The result follows from this. 0 
Theorem 2.2. For tE M, with 1 tI =n, we have 
(2.2) 
Proof. Let tEM and aEC. We set 
A,={(u,v)~MxM~uv=t,~,v#O},and 
B,={(u,v)~MxM~uv=~,d,~#O}. 
Then the mappingsf: A,+B, and g: B,-+A, defined by 
f(u, 4 = (ua, &v), g(u, v)=((a,fi)-, a4 
are mutually inverses and, so, bijective. Now, differentiating the left-hand side of (2.2) 
by d,, we get 
On the other hand, using Lemma 2.1, the differentiated result of the right-hand side of 
(2.2) by 2, is equal to 
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This coincidence of the differentiated results of both the sides of (1) by 8, for each UEC 
implies that (2.2) itself holds by virtue of [lo, Lemma 11. 0 
Corollary 2.3. If’xc~B is admissible then, for all REM, we have 
ltl.cc(t)= 1 : cc(s). 
SGM [I 
Proof. Apply SI to both the sides of (2.2). 
Corollary 2.4. If a~$ is admissible, we have 
px(t)~t= 1 cc(t)~[t]. 
tEM 
Moreover, fK contains Q (as a unitury subriny), we have 
~~~cf)ot=~~~~~~~~.zrr)lC11. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3 and (2.1), the left-hand side of (2.4) is equal to 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
= [1 ; Z(S)“t= 1 cc(S)3[S]. 0 S,tEM SEM 
3. Derivations 
Let P =Der(K (M, 0)) denote the set of all derivations 8 of K (M, 0 ) over K, that 
is, 8 is an element of 8 such that 
(1) a(k)=0 for all kEK, and 
(2) a(pg)=Zf”g+faSg for allf,gEK(M, 0). 
Then 9 is a Lie algebra over K with the Lie product [a, i?] = Zc?‘- 8’0. Moreover, 9 is 
a submodule of 6 and, thus, it is a topological K (M, 0 )-module. 
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For tEM, define an element 8, of d by 
“(‘)= i i 
if s = ts’ for some s’EM, 
otherwise, 
for SE M. More generally, for .f= C ,,,k,teK((M)), with k,cK, we define 
a,= 1 k&B. 
fEM 
In particular, for SEM, we have 
%I = c (3.1) 
IEM 
Proposition 3.1 (Kobayashi [lo, Theorem 41). 2 contains all a,for UEC and the Lie 
subalgebra D of 9 over K generated by c?,, with aEC, is isomorphic to the free partially 
commutative Lie algebra L(C, I). The closure 6 of D in & is isomorphic to the free 
partially commutative po\r’er series Lie ulgebra z(C, I). 
Since the commutation relation satisfied by {a, 1 UEC} is the same as the one 
satisfied by the partially commutative alphabet (I, I), we can calculate with 8, in the 
same manner as with UEZ. 
Note that, for t=s(a, . . . a,,)eM, 
s, = (?,,, . . . 6,, 
holds and the right-hand side does not depend on the representative a, . . . a, of t. 
Therefore, we have 
c’,,,=Cd, ),>... ,Ca,,,Ca,,,~,,ll,...l. (3.2) 
Proposition 3.2. Every REP; is uniquely written as 
(3.3) 
Proof. Define r(t) by induction on / t 1 as 
8(1)=4(l) and cx(t)=qb(t)- c c((s) 0 d,(t). 
stM.lsl<lt 
The uniqueness of the expression is obvious. 0 
Corollary 3.3. The mupping @ : B+d sending z to c$, dejned by (3.3), is an automor- 
phism qf topologicul K (M, 0 )-modules: 
@(a)= c x(t) s (7t. (3.4) 
1tM 
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Proof. By Proposition 3.2, @ is an isomorphism of K (M, 0 )-modules. For a finite 
subset F of M, define F to be the set of prefixes of elements of F; then F is also a 
finite subset of M. Let 4=@(a); then 4(t)=O for all tEF if cc(t)=0 for all ~EF. 
Conversely, r(t)=0 for all tEF if $(t)=O for all tEF. These imply that @ is a 
homeomorphism. 0 
To prove the next theorem we need the following lemma, which is a natural 
consequence of the combinatorial definition of the binomial coefficients (,,yU). 
Lemma 3.4. Let u, L‘, \I’~, w2gM. We have 
Theorem 3.5. i?=CrEM cr(t) 0 (3,~f; (c((~)E K (M, ‘2 )) is in 8, fand only ifcc is admissible. 
Proof. Let u, u( # 1)cM. We have 
On the other hand, using Lemma 3.4, we have 
(3.5) 
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Combining this with (3.6), we obtain 
a(u~V)--a(u)~v-u~a(z;) 
=cr(u~u)+ c c ( W a,4 aujv > a(U’Ou’)” w. Iv+ 1 u’, a’# 1 
lu’l+lr’l<lu~+l1.l 
Therefore, by induction on I u I + I VI, we can conclude that a is a derivation if and only if 
M is admissible. 0 
By Theorem 3.5, Corollary 2.3 and (3.1), we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Zf?=CtEM a(t) 4,~9?, then we have 
tsh4 IEM 
If moreover, K contains Q, then 
Let .d be the set of admissible mappings of K (M, 0) and A the set of admissible 
mappings from K (M, 0 ) to K: 
&‘= {ME& (a is admissible], 
A=(orE,dla(t)EK for all teM}. 
Recall that D is the Lie algebra generated by a,, aeC, and fi is the power series Lie 
algebra generated by (?,, UEC, over K. Now we can give our main theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose thnt K contains Q. Then @, dejined bJ1 (3.4), gives an iso- 
morphism between the topological K (M, 0 )-modules d and 9 such that the restric- 
tion @Ia is a K-linear isomorphism of A to 0”. We have an isomorphism of topological 
K (M, 0 )-modules: 
9zK(M, 0 j&D, 
and an isomorphism of topological Lie algebras: 
62 Q/Y, I). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, @ is an isomorphism of z&’ onto 5~. By Theorem 3.6, any 
derivation a = xtGM cc(t)0 a,, with c[EA, of K(M, 0) is a (summable) infinite sum of a,,,, 
tEM, with coefficients in K. Since a,,, is in D by (3.2), it follows that @ maps A onto 0”. 
Since d 2 K (M, 0 ) &,, A, the results follow. ci 
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Remark. In a similar way, although we omit the details, we can show that the module 
of (continuous) derivations of the power series shuffle algebra K((M, 0 > over K is 
isomorphic, as topological K ((M, J >-modules, to the complete tensor product of 
K ((M, G >> and the free partially commutative Lie algebra L(C, I). 
4. Orthogonality 
In this section we suppose that the base ring K contains Q (as a unitary subring). 
Let Sh be the subspace of K(M) over K spanned by the proper shuffles u 0 v, with 
U, U( # I)EM, and let Li be the subspace spanned by the Lie elements [t], tEM. 
Proposition 4.1. An elementf= 1 ,EM r(r)r, with x(c)EK, qf K(M) is in Li ifand only if 
M is admissible. 
Proof. Since 
2,s) = 1 ‘;‘ (!t 
fEM [I 
is a derivation for REM by (3.2) the K-linear mapping t-[f] is an admissible function 
by Theorem 3.5. Since any element of Li is a linear combination of [s] =CreM [s] t, 
with sEM,,fELi implies that a is admissible. 
Conversely, if x is admissible then, by Corollary 2.4, 
.f=,,,z,,, +(r)Irl 
is in Li. 0 
Theorem 4.2. (cf. Duchamp and Krob [6]). We have 
ShlLi and K(M)=Sh @ Li, 
where orthogonality is about the original base (tJrtM. 
Proof. Let f= x rtM cc(f)t~K (M). By the definition of admissibility, a is admissible if 
and only if f is orthogonal to Sh. Thus, by virtue of Proposition 4.1, Li is the 
orthogonal complement of Sh in K(M). 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let XEB; then c( is admissible if and only ifa satisjes condition (2.3) in 
Corollary 2.3 ,for all t E M. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the sufficiency of condition (2.3). If a satisfies (2.3), then 
a=x:fthJ cc(t) S, is rewritten as 
Hence, S is a derivation and, consequently, x is admissible by Theorem 3.5. 0 
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Let N”’ denote the set of all sequences (n, ) ~EC) of nonnegative integers such that 
all but a finite number of elements are zero. Let v = (H~)~.~E N(‘) and let M, be the set 
of te M such that the number of letters a contained in t is II, for each aEC. Then K(M) 
is an N”‘-graded algebra: 
K(M)= @ K.M,. 
“ENul”’ 
The free partially commutative Lie algebra L = L(C, I) is also NC’)-graded: 
L= @ (K.M,,nL). 
“EN’l’ 
Set Sh, = K. M,nSh and Li, = K. M,,nLi. Then K ’ M,, = Sh,@Li, by Theorem 4.2. 
Let A be the K-linear transformation of K(M) defined by 
s for REM. 
Since A preserves the N@)-grading, it induces the K-linear transformation AV of K. M, 
for VEN(“). Let L(L,,) be the matrix associated with A (A,), that is, the infinite (n, x n,) 
matrix defined by 
where n, = 1 M,,(. Clearly, L = diag (L, 1 VE NC’)). 
Theorem 4.4. The eigencalues ofthe matrix L,) are 0 and Iv1 =CaGTn,. Let V, and VI be 
the eigenvector spaces of K. M,, with respect to 0 and (VI, respectively. Then 
K.M,=V,,@ VI. 
Furthermore, V, = Li, and dim VI = dim(L(C, I),), where L(Z, I)y is the component of 
the free partially commututive Lie algebra L(C, I) ouer K of degree v. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3, a K-linear mapping c( of K. M, to K is admissible if and 
only if 
A” ,; Wt =Iv/ 1 a(r)t, 
(. 1 fEM, 
that is, W)hEM, is an eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue 1 v I. By Proposition 
4.1, we see that VI =Li, and dim VI =dim(L(C, I),). Since Li,=Im A,, dim VI is 
equal to the rank of the matrix L,, which is equal to n,--dim V,. Thus, 
dim V= dim V, + dim Vi. From this, all the assertions follow. 0 
The assertion in Theorem 4.4 that Li is the eigenvector space of K. M,, with respect 
to I v j is a generalization of Dynkin’s theorem (see [ 11, 121). For an explicit formula for 
the number dim(L(Z, I),,), see [8]. 
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Corollary 4.5. The minimd polynomiul of L,, is X(X - 1 vi). 
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Proof. The result follows from the fact that Im A, = Li,= I/, = Ker(A, - 1 vi). 0 
Example. Let C = {u, h, c), I = {(a, b)} and v =(l, 1, 1). For simplicity, a word UEC* 
itself denotes the trace t(u). We have M, = {ahc, ach, hca, cub}, 
0 -1 -1 1 
0 11-l 
L,, = 
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